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Congratulaltions to Kirsty Nemeth and AR Geneva, Kirsty looked after Eva for me while I was away on my WEG  trip 

and they attended two dressage competitions with much success.  They won both their Prelim and Novice tests on 

both occasions with very good percentages.  Many thanks to Kirsty for looking after her so well, I think these two 

had lots of fun while I was away. 

 

 
 
Sorry for big gap in news bulletins, we have unfortunately had a problem with updating the webpage which is now 

hopefully fixed.  A brief summary of the last six months :) 

 



 

Bravo did finally get out to event!!!  Has been long awaited and unfortunately ended very abruptly, firstly Ty 

James, Bravo's normal partner broke his leg after Lockington, the first event of the season. Fiona Guthrie kindly 

stepped in just before Reynella and took over the ride, disaster has struck again and now Fiona has also broken her 

leg!!! Neither broke their legs off Bravo, but I have decided to just work him at home until Ty is back in action, cant 

risk putting this bad hex on anyone else!! Poor Bravo seems to be a disaster magnet at the moment..we were so 

thrilled with him, his first two events, started him at Prelim (95cm) for two fourth placings. Was looking super 

impressive, we are all trying to be patient and eagerly await the spring season. 

 

       

Reynella Horse Trials March 2014 

  

Update on Acacia Ridge horses at Reynella Horse Trials, very happy with Bravo, he was clear jumps and time CC 

and looked fantastic, then did a very nice SJ round, just one rail when a bit distracted, still very green but looking 

super, dropped from second to fourth, unfortunately.  Both AR Beaujolais and AR Renaissance went clear CC, 

Renaissance was one of the very few to go clear SJ also to finish in second place in the 1.05m and Beaujolais pulled 

the same rail as his Dad, to also finish second in the 80cm. . So, three horses bred by AR finished with two seconds 

and a fourth and all looking super, very happy Mum  

 

   
 



Bravo's first boy, Beau Dancer  looking fantastic on course yesterday, congratulations Chrissy, you look like a great 

partnership.  Photos below of Cooper and AR Rennaisance, Chrissy and Beau, Fiona and Nora and Ty and Bravo. 

 

   

 

   


